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Ex-student sues UCF
by Crlckett Drake
NEWS EDITOR

Nora Roth, a business administration student who failed the final economics test twice,
is suing UCF to get her master's degree or her
$5,000 tuition back.
According to Clifford Eubanks, dean of the
College of Business Administration, in order
for a student to get a master's degree in business administration, each must pass a test
reviewing material learned in finance, management, marketing and economics.
"After paying my dues and having a good
average, I feel abused," Roth said. "I really don't
want their money. I just want what I earned,
which is a master's degree."
Roth passed the first three parts of the test
but failed the economics section. She then hired
a tutor, crammed for another semester, took
the test and failed the economics section again.
Roth believes the test is unfair because each

of UCF's economics professors hold different
theories and place emphasis on different areas
of the subject. Roth's complaint alleges that her
test was not prepared by a professor she studied
with and included unfamiliar material.
Her complaint also states, "... These differences in theories and methodology of teaching
are not factored into the grading of the economics examination resulting in prejudice to the
candidates."
"To withhold a general degree of Master's of
Business Administration based on one economics examination as taken against the demonstrated grade point average and abilities of the
Plaintiff . . . constitutes a wrongful, arbitrary
and capricious withholding of the Plaintiffs
degree," the complaint says.
Eubanks added that most of Central
Florida's MBA candidates are part-time students who spend up to five years earning their
degrees.
SEE ROTH PAGE 5

College Demos, Reps
to square off -i n debate
by Lance Turner
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The bike rack located outside of the library is an example of the overcrowding problem.

Bike parking a problem, too
has a hard time finding a space parking problem he sees is
to park her bike.
blocking the handicap rails.
Mari Ridel, who lives on
"This really causes a hardcampus, has a difficult time ship for a person in a wheelIn a quick stroll across finding a bike slot. "I prefer to chair or a partially blind percampus over 300 bicycles can use my bike because of the son." he said. Soinnato noted
be found. Many of these are inconvenience of car parking." that the last bike rack was
Ina Carpenter, manager of installed on campus six years
chained to trees, signs or
handicap rails. There is a bike the UCF Police Departments ago.
parking problem at UCF.
Parking and Traffic divison,
A comprehensive study is
UCF student Margaret said the university doesn't fine underway to encourage the
Pace rides her bike from an people for illegal bike parking. use of bikes instead of cars,
apartment on Alafaya Trail.
"We have confiscated bikes improve bike parking and re"It takes me about six min- parked at handicap rails or duce the number ofbikes in the
utes to get here by bike, but in next to entrances, but not very inner area of the campus.
my car it takes sometimes 30 often."
One outcome should be
minutes to find a parking
Mike Spinnato, an engineer added bicycle parking. It will
space."
with Facilities Planning, take two to three months to
She added that she often agrees that the biggest bike complete the study.
by Bob Smith
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Just when you thought it
was safe to become apathetic
again, there will be one more
debate.
Th College Democrats and
College Republicans gear up
their tongues for 3 debate ·in
the Wild Pizza at5 p.m. tomorrow.
George, Mike, Dan and
Lloyd won't be there, but the
partisan slogans, political
savvy, heated discussion and,
most importantly, the issues
will.
Three issues - the environment, government spending
and South Africa - will be
discussed in the first half of the
debate.
For issue-oriented voters,
this debate could answer those
questions which have been
lingering through the many
months of presidential campaigning.
No pitchmen or high-priced
political strategists will be at
the UCF debate, just two
groups of care-about-theworld students - their feet
planted deep jn the politically
seasoned soil and their minds
open and talking - hoping to
address a group of equally
concerned voters.
Four student debaters will
represent each party, and will
have seven minutes to respond
to a topic. Three-minute rebuttals will also be given, then the
debate moves ahead to the

SPORTS

OPINION

• We send a reporter to
Georgia to see the Knights
get their lances bent by the
Blazers' blitzkrieg. Also,
updates on intramurals
and volleyball.

• How badly do the
Knights want to win? Also,
in Letters, readers sound
off on heeding one's heart,
birds that bury their heads
in the sand and Bush.

next topic.
During the second half,
questions will be taken from
the audience.
The questions must be directed through the moderator
and must be relevant to both
parties.
Dr. Jeff Butler, a communication professor and a former
debate coach, will be the moderator.
The Central FloridaFuture
approached the CDs and CRs
in early September with the
idea of hosting a campus debate, and both groups immediately accepted.
Much media attention was
given to this year's presidentiaVvice-presiden ti al predebate debates.
Predebate negotiations
were also held by the College
Republicans and the College
Democrats.
Four such meetings were
held, where representatives
from each party presented
their selections for the debate
topics and setup the debate
formats.
"The issues and how many
issues to discuss were the
toughest to work out," said CR
President
Sherry
Lambson. "Both sides ended
up with a compromise."
This is the second debate, in
the last year, held at UCF
between the CR and CD.
At the March debate, using
a similar format, the groups
discussed the Strategic DeSEE DEBATE PAGE 9
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UCF looking into new ·
dormitory construction
by Christine Hobby
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCFs housing problem may soon
be alleviated with the possible construction of new dormitories.
"We would like to accommodate
2,000 students," Bill Morris, chairman
of the Resident Housing Review
Committee said recently. "At present
we can only accommodate 900."
The committee began pushing for
new housing over three years ago, but
previous plans fell through because of
lack of public funding.
Now an alternate course is being
considered which would allow private
companies to finance, build and
operate dormitories on the UCF campus.
This plan is modeled aftar a similar
orie which exists at California Technical Institute. Morris said that the privately owned donnatories seemed to
work very well at Cal Tech.
Proposals have been received from
Collegiate Inns Development Corporation of Tallahassee and Florida Educational Facilities Leasing of Maitland.
Ifapproved, one of these two compaties would provide additional housing
or about 500 UCF students.
The new dormitories would be loated northeast of the Scholarship
fouse between Aquarius Drive and
...ake Claire.
UCF would lease the land to the
hosen company and ask it for a perentage of the profits to pay for the
ease. The buildings must be made of
>rick and could reach no higher than
ive stories.
Other stipulations include a paynent of $200,000 to finance road con-

• PR STUDENTS

The first meeting of the
Public Relations Student Society of America will be helcl
Thursday, Oct. 27 in PC3 20i.
For meeting time call Rob at
277-4191.
• LIVE AT EIGHT

Delta Sigma Pi, the professional business fraternity,
welcomes all to hear Michael
Schweitzer, vice president of
WCPX-Channel 6. The speech
will be Wednesday, Oct. 26at8
p.m. in HPB 360.
• LIBERAL OASIS

College Democrats preparing for debate. Weekly meetings are at 4 p.m. in SC214
every Tuesday. Call 275-4414
for details.
• GLASS AND POTTERY

Some of America's finest
glass and pottezy will be on
display through Nov.10 at the
UCF Art Gallery. The exhibits,
"Tiffany's Choices" and
"Scholar's Window." can be
visited weekdays from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the gallery,
located on the third floor of the
Humanities and · Fine Arts
building.

•

•

~

StLidentspeak
The Central Florida Future's reaction poll

struction to extend Aquarius Drive and
a requirement to provide 350 parking
spaces for every 500 beds.
Although the project is definitely
being considered, officials still have
reservations. For one thing, no other
building arrangement such as this exists in the state. Also, officials are
worried about competition from a private corporation.
"It would be competing with our
housing that we have to pay loans on,"
said Morris." He stated that the competition would be most fierce in the summer when UCF attendance was lowest.
The privately owned dorms would
operate under the same rules as regular UCF housing and would not be able
to charge more for housing than UCF.
As it stands now, however, there is no
ceiling on how much they could charge.
"We might try to negotiate that,"
said Morris. As yet he cannot reveal
projected costs of the new housing.
Before beginning construction, the
project must be approved by the Board
of Regents, the state Department of
Natural Resources and the state Cabinet. Officials are currently meeting
with members of the BOR to discuss
the two propositions and other alternatives to the idea.
According to the UCF Report, "if an
agreement can be reached before the
end of the year the builder-operator
would still be able to complete at least
some of the units in time for the fall
1989 term."
Meetings this week should decide
whether or not the Resident Housing
Review Committ.ee and the two companies will be able to come to a satisfactory agreement and whether or not the
BOR will give its approval of the project.

UCFs 25th Anniversary community events series.
"Black Women: Just Between Us" is the topic.
The event is scheduled for 7
p.m. Oct. 27 at the Radisson
Plaza Hotel. Admission is free
to the lecture, which is sponsored by UCFs Office of Minority Student Services.

communication majors.
For more information call
Crickett at 275-2865. The tour
will be leaving from The Central Fl.orida Future's editorial
office at 4:30 p.m.
• HELP ME PLEASE

The Student Academic Resource Center offers all UCF
students free tutorial assistance with math, English,
•NOT AT HOME
The Registrar's Office has writing, economics, study
received a large volume of stu- skills, CLAST and more. Also
dent mail, which has been re- available are computerized
turned by the U.S. Postal Serv- programs to sharpen your
skills for the GRE, GMAT,
ice as undeliverable.
Students need to notify the ACT. Go by PC-102 or call 281Records Office in the Admini- 5130 Mon. - Thurs. 9 a.m. to 8
stration Building, if their ad- p.m. , Fri 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
dress is not up to date.
• SCIENTIFIC FELLOW
• FOOD BANK INTERN

The FOODchain I Central
Florida Food Bank, Inc. offers
an internship program for
UCF students preparing for
service careers such as the
ministry, social work and
teaching. Volunteers are also
needed for grassroots style
community service activities.
For details call L.J. Oakley at
880-0030.
• JOURNALISTS

The local chapter of Sigma
Delta Chi - the Society of Pro• COLUMNIST SPEAKS
fessional J oumalists - will
National columnist Dr. ta1ce a tour of television station
Gwendolyn Grant of Essence WFTV-Channel 9 on Wed. Oct.
magazine, psychologist and 26 at 5:30 p.m.The organizaeducator, will speak as part of tion and the tour are open to all

in HPB 360 at 8 p.m., Tuesday,
Oct. 25. for more information,
call Andrea at 894-8764.
•EARLY HO HO

The Orlando Christmas
Parade is now being planned.
Santa Claus is coming to town
Dec. 3 and is taking applications now. Call Paul
Rhinehart of the Orlando Jaycees at 843-4810.
• ARBORETUM OPENS

A Picnic, music, a plant sale,
a gardening workshop, natural history and painting are
part of a relaxing day, planned
to celebrate the official opening of the UCF arboretum.
Events are scheduled for Oct.
29 from 2 to 6 p.m.

• SMOKEOUT

The American Cancer Society is challenging the cigarette industries "pack of lies"
in this years Great American
Smokeout campaign. An invitation will be extended to
millions ofAmerican smokers,
to give up smoking on Thursday, Nov. 1 7.
•WOMEN IN SPACE

The Zonta Amelia Earhart
Fellowship Award is available
to qualified women for graduate study in aerospace related
science or engineering.
Deadline for the $6,000
award is Dec 31. Contact:
ZONTA International Foundation, 557 West Randolph
St., Chicago, Ill. 60606-2284
or (312) 930-5848.

Doctoral fellowships in biological sciences are available •ON THE EDGE
The UCF Health Resource
for full-time students working
Center holds a Stressbusters • BUSINESS BOOKS
towards a doctorate.
The awards are for three meeting every Wednesday at
A collection of business
years, with an optional two- 11 a.m.
books is currently on display
The group discusses stress through Nov. 21 in the lobby of
year extension. Deadline for
management , test taking the UCF Library. The collecapplicants is Nov. 14.
For more information con- techniques, relaxation tools, tion of about sixty titles is
tact the Financial Aid Office at biofeedback and nutrition. from Library Journal's "BusiUCF or write directly to Don't pull out your hair, in- ness Books 1987."
Hughes Doctoral Fellowships, stead call 281-5841 for inforThe Fellowship Office, Na- mation.
• MINORITY MENTOR
tional Research Office, 2101
The College of Education
Constitution Ave. NW, Wash- •BUYABOOK
has a mentoring office for
The UCF Library's Gifts minority students that proington D.C. 20418.
and Exchange Section will vides advice and counseling.
host a book sale on Thursday, For more information contact
•HEALTHY WORLD
A short film and lecture on Nov. 3from10a.m.to1 p.m. in Rosita Biggins in ED 153 from
pesticide will be shown by the the library lobby. Books will be 5 - 8 p.m. Monday-Thursday,
UCF Environmental Society on sale for 50 cents.
or call 275 - 2048.
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ActiVities'r'us: UCF student clubs
Group offers
business savvy
by Warren J. Kubat
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

1•111

Would you like to learn more about the art of
entrepreneurship, how to make better financial deals or what is expected of the entrepreneur in the Central Florida business market?
Then you might want to join the UCF Entrepreneurship Club.
The weekly club meetings often include a
guest speak.er from the Central Florida area
who explains in detail how the entrepreneur
can succeed in today's business community.
The club is also involved in local activities.
On Sept. 29, the club sponsored the "Dead Pigs"
event at Ray's Knight's Out pub.
With the help of many club members the
pub raised the most money ever for that event.
"[The club] helps you gain an insight into
the business community that we have here in
the Central Florida area," said club member
and criminal justice major Claude Knight.
Knight, who helped with the "Dead Pigs"
event, is chairman of the Project Football
Committee and is involved with the National
Affiliation of Entrepreneurship clubs.
The Entrepreneurship Club was also involved in the Young Entrepreneur Seminars
held here on the UCF campus, which attracted
many students and local business leaders.
Many of the business leaders in the community and around the United States were included.
Since entrepreneurial ideas originate from
people of all academic backgrounds, the club is
open to students of all majors, as wen as
members of the professional community.
The group meets every Sunday at 6 p.m. in
the CEBA building, Rm. 188.

Quotes gears
up for events

:

COUPON

:

by Doris Pfister
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Quotes, UCF's student advertising/public
relations organization has many activities
planned in the coming weeks.
Quotes will help its members find internships by sponsoring Intern Pursuit, an event
~i~brin~to~iliubmine~~wifu~te~

upon

•

Lake Howell
Golden~ Square :
. 1271 State Rd. 436
4084 North Goldenrcxl Rd.•
:
Casselberry, Aorida
Winter Park, Aorida!
• NEXT To UNITID ARnsrs CINEMA
NEXT To Pun 0r£MA
•
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tial interns, on Nov. 2 at the offices of The

If becoming a pharmacist
is a career goal - the nation's
newest pharmacy school is
located in South Florida.

Orlando Sentinel.
The organization also gives members a
chance to work on projects such as the Ad/PR
Creativity Seminar.
The topic of this year's
Seminar is "Are Your Ads A Bore?"
Representatives of The Sentinel; WCPXChannel 6; and Stephen Wells and Associates
Inc., an advertising and public relations firm;
and Jim Bullard, a professional copywriter, will
speak on various topics. The event, which will
be held from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Nov. 19, costs $25
for professionals and $10 for students.
"This club gives its members a chance to
develop contacts and participate in projects
which are judged. UCF's ad/pr club is the most
active in the state," said Dr. Bob Davis, a professor in the communication department, who
serves as the group 1s advisor.
·Quotes President Walt Viera said, "Quotes
allows students to do as much or as little networking as they want. In the communication
field it's very important to make contacts and
joining Quotes is an excellent opportunity to do
it."
Members of the student club are automatically members of the professional organization.
The Orlando Area Chapter of the FPRA, the
SEE QUOTES PAGE 11

To learn more about
opportunities in Pharmacy

Southeastern
College
of
Pharmaceutical
Sciences
invites
you to attend our

Fourth Open House
Date:
Time:
Place:

November 6, 1988
too p.m.
Terry Auditorium
1750 N.E. 168th Sl
North Miami Beach, Fl 33162

Campus Toun •Refreshments

To obtain more information about our college
or reserve a -ace for the Open House, call

•

(305) 949-4000, Ext. 101.

"IF WE DREAM IT,
IT CAN BE DONE."

SADD ON CAM·P ·U S
WED. SPM
SADDGOALS

"SADD is a proven
lifesaving program
because it is student
motivated. No one
believes that drinking
and driving is a good
combination. Through
SADD, college
students can OOH take
a leadership role in
preventing alcoholrelated deaths and
injuries."
Robert Anastas

SACO Founder and

STUDENTS AGAINST I

DRIVING DRUNK

SADD ehables concerned, responsible
college students to team up in combatting the
number one killer of their age group - drunk
driving. The program is designed to eaucate young
adults about the risks of drinking and driving. with
these major objectives:
• Help eiiminate the drunk driver and save lives.
• Promote responsible behavior by college
students by not mixing driving with drugs or
alcohol.
• Reduce the number of alcohol related de~ths,
· i~juries and arrests in college communities.
• Encourage responsible use of alcoholic
beverages by students of legal age who choose
to drink.

•

SADD ON CAMPUS
Recognizing that drinking has always been
part of college social life, SADD's goal is first, to
•
promote respect for all laws relating to the use of
alcoholic beverages; and secondly. to raise
awareness of the drinking and driving problem so
that students will be equipped to cope with or avoid
potential DWI inciaents involving themselves and
others.

•

• Demonstrate that the majority of college students
are responsible adults with a genuine concern
for alleviating the DWI issue.

Questions?
Call Ext. 5841

•

•
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•

"A comprehensive test ensures that students retain
what they learn," Eubanks
said. "It is not uncommon for
students to fail the test several
times before they pass and
Roth is permitted to take it
again."
If previous cases are any
indication, Roth faces an uphill battle. The court system
has been reluctant to secondguess prnfessors' decisions.
The ruling in the 1965 Connolly v. University o~Vermont

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

FROM PAGE 1

case states, "In matters of
scholarship, the school authorities are uniquely qualified by training and experience to judge the qualifications
of a student."
In 1984, a federal appeals
court upheld the dismissal of a
lawsuit by a former Medical
College of Ohio .student who
said the school violated his
civil rights by expelling him.
The U.S. Supreme Court
upheld the University of
Michigan's dismissal of a student who failed a national
examination needed to get into
the final two years of medical
school in 1985.

REACH
FORTHE POWER.
TEACH.

MEET THE CANDIDATES
Kim Buchanan, UCF's 1988 Homecoming queen, and Mike Boswell, senior in Sigma Alpha
Epsilon, look over the candidates for sheriff at Wednesday's Meet the Candidates activities.

GREAT AMERICAN

No other profession has this power. The power to wake up
young minds. The power to wake up the world. Teachers have
that power. Reach for it. Teach. For Information call

SMOKEOUT

1-800-45-TEACH.
Recruiting Young Teachers, Inc.

IJ

TAKE A BREATHER
Join the Great American Smokeout on Thursday,
November 17. Millions of smokers across the country
will take a break and try not to smoke for 24 hours.
How about you? Or, if you don't smoke, adopt a smoker
for the day and promise to help that friend get through
the day without a cigarette!

RECRUITING YOUNG TEACHERS CAMPAIGN
NEWSPAPER AD NO. AYT-88-1294-2 COL

AFEW

QUIT TIPS
Hide all ashtrays, matches, etc.
Lay in a supply of sugarless
gum, carrot sticks, etc.
Drink lots of liquids, but pass
up coffee & alcohol
Tell everyone you're quitting
for the day.
·
When the urge to smoke hits,
take a deep brea~ bold it for
10 seconds, & release it
slowly.
Exercise to relieve the tension.

"Wrap Your Hands Around Our Buns"

Go Knights! Beat Georgia Southern
Frame your posters--any size up to
32"X40" for $39.95. Includes: metal
frame, glass and mounting.

Halloween Costume

PARTY

Choose from a fine selection of small
framed pictures--only $9._
95.

25°/o off all framed pictures in stock
OCT. 29th
8:00pm-12:00am

$100
Cash Prize
for Best
Costume

Pool Tables
Games

Phone
•

Don't Forget MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

50¢ Draft

365•4372

Alafaya Trail
(5 mi.)

•

a
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The Zenith Data Systems
Z-286 LP Desktop PC
40MB Hard Disk & 3.5"
l.44MB flQppy
Suggested retail price: $3999. oo

Special Student Price••: $2199 00

Jenni GokUCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

HOMECOMING 88
The float by Pi Sigma Epsilon came in second in the Homecoming parade for the small division. PSE had a little help in its float
building by the kids of the Cat Cadigan home.

ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN WITH THE NEWZ-286 LP ·
THE AT COMPATIBLE THAT TRANSPORTS YOU
FROM CAMPUS TO THE CORNER OFFICE!
Ir your studies need i\Tpowernow, and your carter could use ·
MS-0St2' peTfonnanceb1eron, 1Mnyoureally need tht new
Z.Jli6 lP Desktop PC from Zenilh Data Systems- the leading
supplier of high· speed AT compallbles.'
As the one desktop computer that can keep pace with your dara
processing requirementsancl gro~1ng ambition. the Zenith
D1taSystemsZ·286 Lr kLS you harness 286sptedanclpower
in a surprisinglycomp&ctdesign rhat won't crowd you out of
your dorm room.
You'll find the new Z·286 l.P rompatible with thousands of AT
peripherals ... and virtu.ally Ill M~OOS • softwart. But that's not
all. The Z-2861.P also grw:s you the capability to move up to the
ll(W MS-OS/2 technologywhene\<eryou feel your career path is
•

ready for more advanced perfonnance.
The Zenith Data Systems Z-286 LP also come.s complete with
IMB RAM -expandable to 6MB without using an expansion slot.
Plusasingle 3.5" 1.44MB noppydiskdrive that lets you "rud..
and "write" 720K noppydisks. And a40MB nartl disk to store
thousands of pages of information for hea\y·duty word processing
and sprud heelS . . as well a.s a lot of other software programs
that you may need. Either now or in the future.
So transport your success through time with the one desktop

my

computer that can lake you all the
from college lo caree.r.
Gtt the Zenith Data Systems Z-2861.P today. And think like a
true innovator!

THEZ.286 I.PIS NOWAVAILABLeATYOURNF.ARBY
Zf.NITH DATA SYSTf.MS CW PUS CONTACT:

2•1r•jdata
systems

Seminole Computer

~

98 W. Broadway • Oviedo, FL

Make yourtaxes le&5 jaxmg.
Do them ASAP.

TYPING
BOOM
Hours:
Monday-Thursday
9:00am-l l :OOpm
Friday
9:00am-9:00pm
Sunday
5:00pm-11:oopm
Typewriters are provided by Student
Government for all UCF Students with
proper ID. The Typing room ios located
in the Student Government Offices
Boom 155.
For more information
call 275 2191

l}£

365-8633
or

Ol.WJTY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON•

'Soa:tcr:/nltnl,. ll'Z!.-SS.
•• Moolcor not •id*4 ia price.

ws-0s.:z.-111>oos.,., ~tno1irmatts a1 YICRllOll c.arp

Zenith Data Systems
(404) 446-6170

s,tdaJ pnalll olftt I°"" ...., OD pwdl&JeS 1lu'Ocaglt leailll Contact( S)
Idled ablM lly st1*1111, laallly &M llaff tar their own - . No olbtt
discooll>ls ~ ' - ' - penonol~..- ...s Giit mooitor perindiridu&l
on any l2·-.Mh pc"°'- "1caJUb,ocl lo~ Wllbout oatn.
c 191!&. z..a.i. O.Q s,.i....
1374-5111

-------------J .....
•

U@QD
...the Golden Rule Student Handbook has your
rights and responsibilities clearly defined? These
include: Grade Appeal, the Disciplinary and
Teacher Grievance Proceedures and many others.
You may pick up your your copy at the Student
Government reception desk, or in the Student Affairs Officein Administration Room 218. If you have
any questions regarding these rights and responsibilities, feel .free to call:

Sean Greene • Judicial Advisor
@X2191 or
Keith White • Attorney General
@X2191
Student Government. .. .
Students Serving·Students

The Central Florida Future, October 25, 1988, 1

LEARN HOW TO JUMP START A LIFE
PRACTICE CPR.

+ ·

. '

AMERICAN RED CROSS

RANDOM ACCESS™
PERSONAL COMP(JTERS ·
100% IBM® Compatible
Co~plete

PCXT®Turbo

1 year limited

warranty
In Lake Mary Call 323 • 4838
Outside Lake Mary Call
1•800. 262. 2929

KRISHNA RAP
. ~·:"J:._; •..

-----------------Student Special

Sonny Lacey, 20, English literature major, stops to learn more about the Hare Krishna relilgion.
Bahua Sindhu Das (L) and Stavamala Das (R) were on the Green Wednesday to spread their faith.

100/o Discount on all Complete Systenis

and Parts

YOU'RE CRUISING FOR A BRUISING
IFYOU DRIVE WHILE BOOZING

Expu-e., 12131/88

Although 16-24 year olds comprise only .20 percent cl the licensed drivers
in this country, and account for less than 20 percent cl lhe total vehicle
miles traveled. they are invot~d in 42% of all fat.al atconol-related crashes

Please don't drink and drive. never ride with an alcohol or drug
- - Impaired drlv~r.. and atways buckle up your safety belt.

This~ is spcrocnd by~ AoncU C~tlon lor l't.AD s.ft1y Now. Inc...
""SUl!e ~ Sysum al AortcU."" Rona.. Commumy c~ S)'\tt'll. ""C~"'*°"'«ll .rcl

°"'9 ~ l"roJrct. .rel MCCHUS ctYpt"" ri ~

(AJVlr.PKO
SUBS
CALL US FOR YOUR PARTY NEEDS
Entertainment Wednesday thru Sunday

•

Social Hour
Mon. - Fri. 11 AM - -1 PM
Munchies & Hors d 'oeuvres 4 PM - 7 PM

•

Large Screen T.V.
Monday Night Garnes
.

Free bot dogs at halfUme

•

Tuesday Evening
Gentlernan,s Special

Alafaya & 50 (By Florida Choice)

I@

I

--------------..iAIJ!rP&O
------------~HAPPY HOUR: Daily 1 • 1 PM • t5sues

.AUr.P&O
~ .

B~y one
12-mch. Sub
get one 12-mch Sub

OU.D.\7
Expires 10-27-88

99¢

Buy 2 Subs

l&lil'IDG
. ,

get a s1 .IO Pitcher!

I o.u~
I Expires 10-27-88

(roost be

21 )

House Brands & Domestic Draft Beer $1..00

•
•
·Thursday Evening

Wednesday -Your Night
All Call Brands $1..25

The

La.dies Special
Margaritas • Pii'ia Coladas • Strawberry &
Banana Dacquiries and House Brands ...

$1.00

•

Saturday & Sun.day Special
Bloody Marys ... $1.00

•

- Deli Lunch
Specia's Daily

Yintage d1o~g ..ComPanY.

Vintage Costumes, Masks
and Accessories.

UCF SKI·TRIP '88
December 18-23

hOE
UCF.heads north to Snowshoe, W.Va.
for three days of skiing and four
nights of fun!
only $230.00
For resevations or info
CALL 275·2633

Includes:
LODGING
TRANSPOR.TATION
LIFT TICKETS
EQUIPMENT RENTAL

•

A KNIGHT OF COMEDY
FEATURING
Dave Cusumanu

Lance Montalto
•

•

STRAIGHT FROM THE

COMEDY ZONE

•

•

TUESDAY, OCT. 25
8 & 10 PM
SAC

•
•
•

10 FREE Visits to Tan-Fanstique
and Many Morel
•
tt=====================================================~==========================================~.
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There are
three million
Americans
.alive today
who have had
cancer. And
now one out
of two cancer
patients
get well!

Yecnof Ule!

Joilus

campaign.
Looking at the nationally
FROM PAGE 1
broadcast debates, she said,
"you don't score points with
fense Initiative, education/fi- nasty little comments, and
nancial aid, budget spending canned statements don't sway
(defense vs. domestic) and voters at all."
Central America.
CD debater Jim Bordonaro,
Recalling the past debate, a junior education major, is a
CD President Jenifer Cal- member of the Central Florida
lahan said, "there are some Coalition for Peace and Juslegitimate conservative argu- tice, Amnesty International
ments, and they didn't use and Greenpeace.
·them."
"Using facts and figures on
Lambson said the CDs our side" is the answer to a
"planned for members to stand strong debate strategy, he
up and ask illogical emotion· said.
ally packed questions.
CR debater Tim Dobbins, a
, The moderator didn't even junior political science major,
· acknowledge the questions."
said "national defense is a very
Both leaders agreed the important issue, and [the defirst debate was a success. It bate] will raise a few eyebrows
created a credible working re- on the South African issue."
lationship between the two
The remaining debaters are
organizations, motivated stu- Republicans
Anthony
dents and boosted member- McLaughin and Anthony
ship.
Razuto, and Democrats Andre
The debaters bring diverse Marrou, David Mann and Ray
perspectives to the event.
Smith.
One CR debater, Julie
With two weeks to go before
Brown, a senior political sci- the Nov. 8 election, this debate
ence major, has worked as an comes at a time when many
intern for the George Bush voters are confronted with a

DEBATE

1

bewildering array of campaign
Students can step around
the media's sound bites by
information.
Asked why students should stepping into the Wild Pizza
attend, Callahan said, "it will for tomorrow's debate.
Lambson said the Demoshow the students that both
clubs are worth while for ex- crats are "progressively liberal '
pressing your political views but too idealistic.
and learning about politics"
The Democratic Party, in
Similarly, Lambson said, this day and age, likes to ap"the students deserve more peal to emotion but refuses to
C a 1intricate more detailed infor- deal with reality."
mation than what you get on a lahan said, "the Republican
nationally televised debate.
party is misguided, and their
Callahan added, " because concern for big business and
the presidential election is the wealthy is unhealthy for
close at hand, and so many this country.
undecided voters, the debate
"Their outdated image of
will help clarify the ideological the 'Soviet evil empire' and the
differences between the par- domino theory of communism
will eventually tum much of
ties."
The debate may prove to be the world against us."
Lambson said, "I would
as confrontational and divisive as the presidential cam- warn the Democrat debaters
paign has.
to try not to appeal to emotion.
In this year of heated cam- Students expect a little more of
paigning, the media has been a rational argument. They
accused of standing between don't like to be assaulted with
the public and the candidates' emotional appeals."
positions on the real issues,
Callahan said, "I have great
sheltering the public by con- confidence in our debaters and
centratingthe attention on the I know our arguments will be
politician's slick, well-re- stronger because we have
hearsed one liners.
truth on our side."

.•..•:;.•.. ··•"•'.•· .:·=:

677·0197
NO COVER CHARGE

Congratulations! Just by having your name on one of
these, you may be eligible to get a great discount on a new
IBM~ Personal System/2~ computer. And that's the hard
part.
The easy part's the IBM PS/2. It's easy to learn and
easy to use. It can help you organize notes, write and revise
papers, produce high-quality graphics, and more.
f!:f.
So bring your school LO. to us, and use your good 8::
looks to make your schoolwork look better.
w .. ·/. · ";,·

Come see the whole line of the IBM PS/2 Family at
the IBM PS/2 Fair coming this wednesday October
26th in front of the bookstore.

9
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·

PRESENTS

The UCF Debate

•

Featuring

•

UCF College Democrats~ UCF College Republicans

•
•

Where: Wild Pizza ·
When : Wenesday, October 26
Time: 5:00 p.m.
Topics: Environment, Gov't Spending

The Sisters and Pledges of

•

c

•
•

___ amma
_ Proudly Congratulate
Our Sister

•

Xjmber{y 'Buchanan
The 1988
U-CF Homecoming Queen! ·
•

•

•

0

.

-·We Love You Kim!

y .
•
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QUOTES

Orlando Area Chapter's Roast
and Toast. This year, Buell
Duncan Jr., chairman and
president of Sun Bank, was
state's largest and most active "roasted." Proceeds from the
chapter, has been sponsoring event , which raised over
Quotes since 1984. Quotes is $25,000, will be divided bethe largest student chapter tween the department of comchartered by the FPRA.
munication and the College of
Quotes helps students Business Administration. The
sharpen . their classro-0m communication ·department
knowledge with hands-on ex- will use its share of the funds
perience.
Quotes has to create a computer lab in the
won eight awards in the Fine Arts Building.
Golden Image Awards compeStudents are invited to the
tition; three at the state level. Orlando Area Chapter of
These awards are for publicity FPRA' s program luncheon at
projects, workshops and semi- noon Nov. 17.
nars which students create
The OAC will present UCF
and promote both on campus with the check from the proand to the community. UCF's ceeds of the Roast and Toast
chapter won the first state- and will recognize the winners
wide public relations competi- of the Wadsworth and Stanton
tion sponsored by FPRA.
Scholarships. The meeting
In spring 1987, Quotes will be held at Chris's House of
sponsored an international Beef.
graphics/type show in the UCF
Student membership in
Library.
Quotes and the OAC costs $25 CONTINUING EDUCATION
The event's promotional a year. This includes a memposter won a Golden Image bership certificate; a subscrip- This bumper displays eight UCF parking decals. Is this student still taking classes or does he just
Award for Distinction. This tion to the PRoclaimer, the enjoy our company?
year the club is working on a OAC's monthly newsletter; ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
show from New Zealand as and Esprit, the newsletter
well as the international Type from the FPRA. Membership
Director's Club of New York in FPRA costs $15 a year.
Show.
For more information and
Each year approximately 12 its activities call Davis at 275D
Quotes members have the 2829 or stop by his office in FA
opportunity to attend the 540.
FROM PAGE4

I( Your Cup

Run

e th

Over...

STP.YP.UV&on~t

Drink & Drive

A public service message from

HELP SAVE
THE SIGHTS

OF AMERICA
.:s 11-e_

Let Someone Else

JtVjlJG!J..qg_crs Institute

#i~

PREVENT BLINDNESS

Drlveth You Home

Public
Bearing
for
Athletic Fee
•

ID

Student Center
Auditorium
Mon., October 31
ll:OOam
Come Voice your Opinion!

·Students are invited
to attend the
Student Senate
Meetings
at 3:30pm every
Tuesday in the
University Dining
Room.
Come see what
Student Government
is doing for you!

How hungry are
the Knights for
a comeback?
I was awfully disappointed Saturday night at the
outcome of the UCF-Valdosta game.
This was not just because of the crushing 48-19
score, but also because another terrible thought
struck me. ~ne McDowell said Valdosta State was
a good team.
But good didn't stop us before.
Maybe it's true that we really are a Division II
team challenging I-AA teams. Maybe it's true that we
aren't as big or as fast as they are. But this season, the
UCF Knights have had something better going for
them: pure determination.
That's what won the game against North Alabama
and riled fans against Troy State. That's also what
drove the Knights to a 5-0 opening season and forced
pollsters to take a second look.
But they would only let us go as far as No. 2 in the
rankings, though we felt we deserved better. The
Knights remained the underdogs.
Being the underdogs used to make us hungry for
No. 1, but not any more.
Signs of this began to surface four weeks ago when
the Knights offense began to stumble against East
Tennessee State, but barely won, 23-17.
The trend continued with North Alabama, 35-33.
It be~ame obvious, however, with UCFs first loss
of the season.
New Haven (Conn.) was a team seeking revenge on
the Knights' perfect record.
They were ranked N o.14 when they suffered a loss
to Central Connecticut State the previous weekend.
They dropped out of the polls entirely. Then they got
hungry. And they took it out on UCF.
What happened? Maybe we came too close in the
beginning. Maybe the Knights envisioned winning
the playoffs at the end but lost sight of what it takes
to get there.
We're forgetting the mental power. We should
learn a lesson from New Haven. It doesn't matter
where we stand now. You can be No. 2, but still be
miles away from reaching the top. It takes determination to get there.
And you have to take it out on the next team you
play.
To make a comeback this week will take a strong
team. We'll soon find out how hungry the UCF
Knights really are.

As~sT6UlDE
-PWHY DIV® IS
Tl{E GM~ $?£.C.~iOR ~~~T:

l>NrNQ

~GtEw.~~ B.

• FSU OR BUST

This letter is response to the
opinion article which appeared in
the Oct. 11 issue.
I am a graduate of Florida State
University and am very proud to
be a Seminole.
I am neither "mentally confused" nor "disturbed," and would
like to say the person who is being
"downright offensive" is the author of the above- mentioned article.
Upon applying for admission to
this university, I did not read
anything in the requirements for
admission that stated I was not
allowed to (1) wear c1othes bearing
another school's logo, (2) attach
anything bearing another school's
By the way, I thought you should know that we logo to my vehicle or (3) support
received a postcard in the mail from ~orgia South- another school's athletic teams. If
ern College this week. It reads:
that were the case, I definitely
"I hope UCF can pack the stadium on Oct. 29th. wou]d not be attending this uniAnd yes it is true the GSU defense can't afford shoes versity.
so they just screw the spikes into their feet before the
I do not doubt the author has
game. Kind of gets them up for the game.
great pride in his school (this is
GSC 35 - UCF 10
shown by the decision to write the
Can you feel the pain!!!"
artic1e); however, I must defend
-Meinke
myself and my school.
204 Hampton Aue.
I consider it "offensive" that he
St. Simons Island, Ga. 31522
seems to insist that others who
attend can have pride in this
school and no others. This level of
thinking
is very simple-minded.
1f:rhe Central Florida Future
letter
is focused not only on
My
P.O. Box 2SOOO, Orlmdo, Florida 32816
the author of the article. but also
Businesa Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (407) 275-2865
on anyone else who shares his
belief (at this school or any other,
Editor In Chief
inc1uding mine).
David Schlenker
AB for the statement "There is
no excuse fori t," I have to disagree.
Leslie Jorgensen
Managing Editor
Picture this scenario: You
Deputy Managing Editor
graduate from the school you have
I Design
R. Scott Horner · always dreamed of attending and
News Editor
Crickett Drake move to another city (or state).
Paul Owers
Sports Editor
You later decide to a,ttend
Confetti Editor
Kristen Sweet graduate school, but for some reaBenjamin B. Markeson son you are unable to attend your
Copy Editor
Angle Hyde alma mater. Even though you are
Photo Editor
Kasha Kitts at a new school, your heart still beProduction Manager
longs to your old school.
One day you wear a shirt bearing
your old school's· logo and are
Cindy Cowen
Business Manager
told by another student that you
Jim Hobart
Ad Production Manager
Tammy Thompson are "offensive" and must be "menClassified Manager
tally confused" because you are
not wearing clothes that bear your
Opinions expressed In Tiie Cc111rol Florida F1<1wc ore those of the editor or writer and not
new school's logo. What do you do?
necessarily those of the Board of Publications. University Administration, or Boord of
Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed and Include the author's signature,
I honestly believe the author
major and phone number. Letters ore subject to editing and become the copy-

cannot judge others until faced
with this scenario.
When this situation arises
-when a choice must be made between the two schools - the school
that is closest to my heart will be
chosen.
I am proud to say, for me, that
school is Florida State.

low wages to make ends meet or to
make up the deficit between increased college tuition and decreased student aid. Or, if they are
under 21, searching for a safe
place to drink beer.
Maybe someday these young
ostriches will get their heads out
of the sand.

Daniel Lee Davis
computer science

RollirtB College

• YOUNG OSTRICHES

George Pryor

• BEST IS YET TO BE SEEN

Most youth today are politically
It has been almost four years
naive. Their corporate behavior since I came to this great country.
seems tantamount to blacks at- During those years, I have seen
tending segregated schools and nice things; however, I think that
riding in the backs of buses volun- the best is yet to be seen, for it is
tarily. Only 15 percent of young obvious that Mr. Bush will win the
adults in the age group of 18 to 25 election and will soon start a new
vote.
era.
Coincidentally, the minimum
It is yet to be seen if his presiwage has been frozen for eight dency will tell us that, for inyears. Tuition in state colleges has stance, about 71 percent ofAmerisoared. Student loans and grants can individuals earn less than
have been cut and the drinking age $25,000; that the U.S. spends only
has been raised to 21.
6. 7 percent of its Gross National
In the work place, since the 18 to Product on [income] transfer pay25 group has the least seniority, ments while France, Italy or Gerthey are usually the first to be laid many spend twice as much of that
off. Their unemployment compen- percentage.
sation is now fully taxable.
It is yet to be seen, because
Not surprisingly, politicians while some hunger at home on the
have praised this long suffering, streets of Atlanta or Chicago, the
docile group as loyal and patriotic. ~eedom fighters" get good reConversely, the activists of my views by the current vice presigeneration were described by dent.
many politicians with political
It is yet to be seen if Americans
epithets.
could once and for all learn how to
They demonstrated and voted take care of major domestic probin mass. Some registered blacks to lems and then take on the task of
vote in the South. Some went to fighting alleged "communist[s]."
jail.
Thus, it is yet to be seen if the
Needless to say, the activist "flawed" liberals or the "beloved"
generation did not stop the Viet- conse'r vatives can make simple
nam War, but the voting age was basic common sense.
dropped to 18. Military salaries for
enlisted personnel were generJavier E. Lopera
ously increased and after Vietpolitical science
nam, a volunteer army was created.
Groups like senior citizens that
vote in mass are seldom asked to
make financial sacrifices.
One young man told me that Letters · to the Editor must be
young adults today are too busy to typed and include the authQr's
vote. This could be partially true. signature, major and phone
Many could be toiling long hours at number.

•

•
•

•

•

tigl'1tsd property of the newspaper. Tlic Ccntra/FloridaF"'u~c Isa free, non-profit, 1wlce
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ACADEMIC STATUS

•

by Steven Polinsky

THESE YEARS

by Rodrigu~z

•
•

•
•

, .
His colleagues called it a phrenic schism but somehow
his students knew that Dr. Fetter had finally crac ked .

•

T2ndHE
21st STUDENT SENATE REPORT
Session
October 11, 1988
MEASURES UN D E ~ CONSIDERATION
none

Confirmation Votes

MEASURES VOTED ON AT THIS MEETING
BILLS
27-07 Funding for UCF Bio Engineering Society: This b ill allocates $160

Andy Worrall Liberal
Studies seat 2 28-Y, 1-N

for registration fees (Zeke , passed 31-Y)
27-02 SOMRA Conference Funding : This Bill a llocates $600 for registration fees (Santos, passed 30-Y)
21-03 Funding for FBSA Aonterence : This Bill allocates $250 tor registration fees. (OAF, passed 30-Y)
21-04 Funding for the Council tor Exceptional Children Conference:
This Bill allocates $495 tor registration tees. (C. Taylor, passed 30-Y)
21-05 Funding Tickets to Valdostra State Game; This Biii allocates $544
tor tickets. (Schmidt, passed 30-Y)

RESOLUTIONS
27-03 Changing Rule 8.02: This resolution amends rule 8.02. CWR,
passed 30-Y)

SENATE MEETINGS
S1udents are Invited to attend all
Senate meetings. and to express
any Ideas or problems that they
feel the Senate should work on.
Senate meetings are held on
Tuesdays @ 3:30 In the University
Dining Room.

STUDENTS

•• Legislation In Committee Is Introduced by Senators, and Is not finalized until the full Senate votes.

C&O FUNDING
Did you know that your club or organization may be eligible for $250.00 In Office Supplies
and/or Advertisements for the next fiscal year? In addition. If your club will be attending
a conference or convention It may be eligible for up to $500.00 to cover registration fees.
Either way. stop by the Student Government Offices. SC 155. and ask for a Clubs and
Organization Funds. or Travel Funds, Request Form.

If you hove any comments. questtons or concerns about the Senate Report. or any leglslatlon,
please contact Fred Schmidt
x2191 or In SC 151.

SENATE COMMITTEES review and amend all Legislation before It Is brought for a hearing before the full Senate. The following
are descriptions of. and the time and day of the committee meetings:
OAF
C&O

UR
SPR

EA

Organizations, Approprtatlons and Finance: This committee reviews all changes to the Finance Code and any legislation
requesting funding .
Wednesdays@.\:00 pm. In the Senate Conference Room
Clubs and Organizations: This committee decides whether a club receives funds for Office Supplies/ Advertising or
Conference Registration.
Fridays a@l :00 p.m. In the Senate Conference Room
Legislative Judlclal and Rules: This committee reviews leglslatoln to change the Constitution. Statutes or Rules and
Procedures.
Fridays@ 11 :00 a.m. In the Senate Conference Room
Services and Public Relations: This committee reviews all non-funding legislation which deals with Student Government
Services. as well as Local. state. and National Issues which directly relate to the students of UCF.
Mondays@ 4:00 p.m. In the Senate Conference Room
Elections and Appointments: This committee reviews all student Government Appointments. and makes recommendations for changes tot he Election statutes.
Wednesdays@ 5:00 p.m. In the Senate Conference Room

PR-Present (not enough Information/ unable to decide)

AB-Abstain (conflict of Interest)

Y-Yes

N-No

Paid Advertisement

A RTS & SCIENCES
Mott Boucher
Barbara Papaleo
Richard Zucoro
Lori Dickes
Dana Boyte
Jason DIBona
CONTESTED SEAT
David Mann
Scott Bowen
Jay Taylor
Suzanne Loflin
BUSINESS
Uz SWanson
Phil Cristello
CONTESTED SEAT
Travis Gunder
Dan Pelletier
MattKollcok
Chris Toutlklan
James Speake
Jeannie Draper
EDUCATION
Fred Schmidt
Diane Kearney
Kelly Wiggins
Jeff Laing
OPEN SEAT
Lisa Schmidt

ENGINEERING
Fernando Santos
Jamie Cox
CONTESTED SEAT
Brian Franklin
CONTESTED SEAT
Sean Brannan
Nick Evangelo
CONTESTED SEAT
HEALTH
S~n Hackett
Cheryl Jensen
LIBERAL STUDIES
Danyl Blanford
OPEN SEAT
AT-LARGE
Gordon Miranda
BREVARD
Cathy Taylor ,
DAYTONA
Denise Fair
SOUTH ORLANDO
Michelle Romard

A-Absent
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- A

p
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p
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p
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PY-----A

fl-Present

l-lote

E-Excused

Electric guitar, Music Man; Fender reverb
amp; cry baby. $350. 275-2765.
Wet suit, medium/large $30. Shorty suit,
medium $40, 275·2765.
Alpha Tau OIMga
A-team football IDday at 5pm vs. ATA. B-team
football Wed. at 4pm vs. TKE2. Lil'sls football
Wed. at 4pm vs. Orange Hall. Only 3 weeks
until camp-outlll Get hypedllll

Female netided to share two bedroom apt.
across from UCF. $1751mo. and 112 utilities.
Call Cheryl, 273-5001, or Shawn, 273-6491,
immediately.

Delta Tau Delta
Pledge meeting tonight at 8pm. Wrestling
Tournament, Saturday at the SCA. Halloween
party on Friday. Happy Birthday, LisaJelneck.

Female needed to share room in 2br apt Nonsmoker, studious, no pets. $1251month, 113
util. Marjie, 678-1637.
Toyota Corolla SAS. Graphite. $6600. Excellent Cond. Must seel 896-4026.

Phi Delta Theta
Go Knights! Everyone meet at Jack's place for
the game. Intramural game at 4:00. A1ll2:
Where were you?
Sigma Phi Epsilon
A&B team I-ball today @4. A team v-ball
tonight@10 & B team@9:10. A&E, when is
the next slumber party? The Sig-Ep Slumber
Society. Has anyone seen Will R? Give me A
Y, give me AM ....
Congrats to our spiking Lil sisters in v-ball.
Next v-ball game is 2 night @9:1 o. Lefs see
some support! Hey Thiebauth, Renfs due.
Tom, you dropped the ball. Hello Sphincter!

Is it true you can buy Jeeps for $44 through the
U.S. government? Get the facts today I Call 1312-742-1142 Ext. 689.
.

Albany Legal Service Company needs aggressive, self-disciplined student to make
telephones to local attorney's on your own
.lime. Payis$1 .SO/callw/assumptionof 4callsl
hr.- $6.00'hr. Interviews In local hotel on
Thurs. 1Ol'Z7/88. Call 800-424-2042 for appointment and add. Info. Ask for Darci.
Sofa/sleeper, brown, great oond. $100. Call
282-3545.
For sale: Neon beer lights. Only three leftll Call
Hillary at 282-4099.

Communicate with confidence! Learn the formula for success ! Come to TOASTMASTE AS
and see how. Weekly meeting~ Thurs., Sam,
ED238. For more info call 275-4241 .

lap top computer, Spark Datavue 640K,
backlit display, battef'Ypac, c:arrying case, still
in box, some software avallable.
277-2925 anytime.

Part-time x-ray tech, 15 to 20 hours per week,
$6.50 per hour, Student Health Center, basic
license required. Call Martha, ext. 2094, If
interested.

Sales/Entrept'9neur

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick, professional service. Free revisions .
UCF's oldest typing firm. Same day and
weekend service. VISA & MASTERCARD.
over 18,300 satisfied students and
4
grouches.
671-3007
Excellent word processing - 366-0538.
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.
Resumes and cover letters.
Designed/ revised/ typed- 657-0079.

Earn
$10,000
a month.
Interested? Call
Rick at 875-6900.

Typing, Word Processing 275-6210 .
Typing, 15 years experience.
Call Judi- 830-8057.
Resumes typeset $12.50/pg.- FAST! 3mi.
from UCf. 657-8830.

Babysiaer wanted for 2yr old In my home, 1/
4ml. from UCF. ~lng-noon, 3-4 days/
week. Salary neg. Call 657-6412.
OVERSEAS JOOS. Summer, yr. round , Europe , S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields.
$900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free Info. Write
UC, PO Box 52-FL04, Corona Del Mar. CA
92625.

RESEARCH PAPERS. 1S,278 AVAILABLE!
Catalog $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll-free
(800)351-0222, Ext. 33. VISA/MC or COD.

Sales/recruiters: Unlimited earning potential.
State of the art products. Part-time $10002000/mo. $5000-10000 full-time. 332-4615,
24 hr. message.

Pt-time leasing agent for mini-storage complex. $5 hr. 25-30 hrs. wk., M-F, 8am-6pm.
Must be sharp, enthusiastic and non-smoker.
Contact Rick at 293-2401 . Leave message if
neoessary. West-side of Orlando.

Fumishedroom,AlafayaWoods.AC,ceil.fan,
Pvt home. 2112 ml. from UCF, 366-6325.

Kappa Delta
KA f-ball has two games this week, Wed. at
5:00 and Thurs. at4:00. Come out and support
our teaml Don't forget the scholarship lunch
Wed. 11-1. P.S.KApledges •all theirslstersl

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERING MAJORS
Mc:Oonnell Douglas, Titusville, wants juniors
or seniors who are U.S. citizens with a minimum 3.0 GPA to work full-time co-op jobs
designing and testing missiles and components next spring. Salary starts at $300
weekly, and interested students should contact Bob Williams, UCF Cooperative Education Program, ADM 128.

Wanted: Scuba gear. Will pay $$$ for your
equipment Bill 679-227 1.

·-·
Are you having fun yet? Want to remember the
good times? Buy your Yearbook this week, by
the bookstore.

NUTRITION 10 TEST
Q: How many teaspoons of sugar are there in each 12 oz. can of Pepsi?

D 2 teaspoons
D 6 teaspoons
0 4 teaspoons
D 10 teaspoons
A: 10 teaspoons. It is the largest single source of sugar in the American
diet. We get 10 times more sugar from soda than candy.
Q: Wh1cl:t of the following foods in the, typi~al fast food meal contains the

most sodium?
D Cheeseburger
D Milkshake
D French Fries
D Apple Pie
A: The cheeseburger contains seven times the sodium of french fries! The
shake and apple pie contain two and four times the sodium of fries,
respectively. High sodium foods don't always taste saltier.
Q: Which of these two foods contains more fat and calories?

D Slice of Sara Lee Cheesecake
D Wendy's Triple Cheeseburger
A: Cheesecake is not a lowfat food - 240 calories - 600/0 is fat. But Wendy's
triple cheeseburger - 1040 calories - is also 60% fat.

For more information on nutrition contact X5841
SWAT The wellness club. Meet- STARRS (Weight Loss) Mondays at
9am or Wednesdays at lOam in HRC.
ings Thursdays at llam.

Stress Busters combat stressful
events. Wednesdays at llam.

SOS (Stop Our Smoking) Kick the
habit. Mondays at 1pm

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

281-5841

By Karen Wedner

Flu Shots

•

Flu Vaccine hos arrived and is available

at the Student Health Center.
~,
People who ore allergic to eggs or gen~~~ tomycin or with a post history of Guilloln~~ Barre Syndrome (GBS) should not receive

the vaccine.
Anyone who Is Ill and hos a fever should
delay the vaccination until the fever and
symptoms ore gone.
Women who might be or ore pregnant
should seek advice from their personal
physician about speclol risks that might
exist in their coses. .
~
Students - no charge
Faculty/Staff - $5.00

•

•
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GROUND GAME

Leadership £J«:dlmce Starts ttere
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ UCFw~erece~erSha~elRoun~reed~es~rapass~S~u~afs4~19bss~V~do~a&~e.

Roundtree caught eight passes for 154 yards in his best outing as a Knight.

•

Foods For Better Living
•

(University Blvd. at Dean Rd., next to Publix)

Mon. - Fri.: 10-7 • Sunday: 12-5
Closed Saturdays

•

..
•

•

•

•

·~~

q,,c;

657-4462

25% off
KAL and SOLGAR Vitamins
- ~
10%0ff
.
~e,
TWIN LAB Amino Acids and Body Building
r.,e.1
Supplements
o,'Q;,

e,~

Body Building Nutrients• Amino Acids• Herbs
Meat Substitutes • Grain Breads • Legumes
Dried Fruits • Raw Nuts • Whole Grains

MAKE US YOUR
HEALTH FOOD STORE

•

•

LOSS
FROM PAGE 16

Not all MB.A:s
are created
equal.
•

He played with six NBA • TRIATHLON SERIES
The 1988 Florida Triathlon
The Orlando Magic has teams from 1965 to 1977.
hired Bob Weiss as an assis- Weiss played in 783 regular Series, which will consist of a
tant coach for its inaugural season games, including 538 half-mile swim, 14.5-mile
cycle and a three-mile run, is
season in the NBA He will consecutive games.
An accomplished amateur scheduled for Nov. 26 at 9 a.m.
officially begin his duties as a
full-time staff member on Aug. magician, Weiss will spend in Clermont.
The event, which will conthis season scouting teams for
1,1989
clude the 1988 Triathlon SeGeneral Manager Pat Wil- the Magic.
ries, is the third jewel in the
liams cited Weiss' "incredible
Clermont Triple Crown.
•10-MILE RUN
background in the NBA as a
Call (407) 877-7757 for
A 10-Miler Thanksgiving
player, scout, assistant coach
and head coach" as reason for Run will be held Thanksgiving more details.
Compiled by Chris Brady
appointing him Magic assis- Day - Nov. 24- in DeLand
Age Groups range from 15- Send Sports Briefs to:
tant.
Weiss served as head coach 1 7 to 80-84. Awards will be Chris Brady
of the San Antonio Spurs dur- presented after the race. Con- c/o The Future
ing the 1986-87 and 1987-88 tact John Boyle at (904) 736- POBox25000
Orlando, FL 32816
0002 for more information.
seasons.
• MAGIC HIRES WEISS

Graduating from one of the better business
schools can give you a competitive edge. And with
twice as many people getting their l\iffiAs today as
10 years ago, every advantage counts.
Its no surprise that enrollment in Kaplan's
GMAT prep course has more than quadrupled in
those 10 years. Students come to Kaplan to increase their scores. And better scores mean better
chances for getting into the school of your choice.
As a bonus, with Kaplaris GMAT prep, you'll
receive refresher math lessons and business
school admissions information.
So call Kaplan. In the business of business
school prep, we have no equal.

game and their next chance to
prove they deserve to be in the
playoffs. "I guess this means
we have to come back, don't
we?" Laipply asked.

"We'll have some big upsets
in the next few weeks," Willis
predicted.
McDowell is looking forward to a big game and an
equally-big crowd this Saturday against Georgia Southern
College. A turnout of 35,000 is
expected, a number that would

OWERS
FROM PAGE 16

MOTEL

OVIEDO LODGE
Monoge11

KIDS NEED

Special rates for guests at
weddings and other eyents
148 N. Central. Oviedo, Florida
365-5276

..

~

THE
BOYS CLUB.
WE NEED

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

CINEMA

OON'T COMPETE WITII

2238 Winter woods Blvd.
Winter Park, FL
(407) 678-8400
Classes Forming Now!

and porously poor.
The Special Teams aren't
really.
It was once a season shaping up to be UCFs best ever;
now it must be spent trying to
salvage a decent memory or
two.
It is a most painful switch in
priorities.

Ethel & Bob Fayette

Downtown, close to everything

!KAPLAN
A KAPLAN STIJDENT-BE ONE

top the record 31,000 attendance against Troy (Ala)
State.
A win over GSC would get
the Knights back into playoff
contention.
"A win against Georgia
Southern would erase this
loss," McDowell said.

Uc6

YOUR HELP.

12255 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
ACROSS

ALIEN NATION - R

FROM

UCF •277-1454

ELVIRA - PG 13

2: 15-4: 15-6: 15-8: 15-10:15

2:00..il:~:Q0-8:00-10:00

HALLOWEEN IV - R

DIEHARD -R
l :55-4:30-7:00-9:45

2:05-4:05-6:05-8:05-10:05

ALL SEATS
TODAY $1.50

BOYS CLUBS
OF CENTRAL FLORIDA, INC.

The Club that beats the streets .

•

Blazers blitz past slu111ping UCF
Knights suffer
48-19 'disaster'
by Biii Foxworthy
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

VALDOSTA, Ga.
- Before the
game people pitied poor Valdosta State
College for picking UCF as its Homecoming opponent. But the Knights
proved to be the perfect Homecoming
guest, losing 48-19.
"This loss puts a major dent in our
plans to be in the playoffs," Coach Gene
McDowell said. "We're out of the playoffs unless we win two- out-of-three of
our remaining games."
While UCF scored first on a 63-yard
touchdown pass to Arnell Spencer, who
snatched the ball from the air after it
was tipped by VSC cornerback Deon
Searcy, the game turned around faster
than you could say "blowout."
The game marked the long-awaited
return of snapper Doug Cox, who had
been sidelined with a broken wrist
since the game against Bethune-Cookman College. But on his first snap, the
high hopes ofhis returning consistency
to the kicking game evaporated as his
extra-point snap sailed high over
Spencer's hands.
No aspect of the UCF game looked
good.
Sophomore quarterback Shane Willis completed 27-of-44 and two touch-

Bill Foxworthy/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE.

Donnie Harrell tries to escape the grasp of UCF defensive lineman Steve Spears
in Saturday's game. Harrell rushed for 59 yards on the afternoon for Valdosta St..

downs but was consistently hurried
and hit on many occasions after releasing the ball. He threw two interceptions, was sacked six times and
fumbled once.
Willis' problems stemmed from the
Valdosta State blitz. the Blazers
rushed five or more defenders most of
the game.
"It felt like they had people coming
out of the stands," Willis said.
The UCF offensive line couldn't
handle the wave of defenders, essentially because it was outnumbered.
"They rushed so many guys," offensive guard Tom Laipply said, "that all
you could do was pick one and block
him."

lntramurals add
up to much fun
by Carlton Reese
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Intramural sports are
once again in full swing at
UCF. The flag football
postseason tournament is
nearing and the 3-on-3 basketball season has just
ended.
As the postseason football tournament approaches, clear-cut leaders
are beginning to emerge in
the various divisions.
In the Fraternity A division, Lambda Chi Alpha
leads with a 5-1 record.
Lambda Chi Alpha, which
lost last year's championship to Pi Kappa Alpha, 206, avenged that loss by dethe Pikes on
f eating
Wednesday, 14-0.
Sigma Chi holds second
place with a 4-1 record and
Pi KappaAlphais third at32.

Sigma Chi, despite its
record will not be allowed to
participate in the postseason tournament as a result
of a forfeit.
Ear lier in
the season a fight broke out
in a game between Sigma
Chi and Sigma Alpha Epsilon. Both teams were penalized with forfeits.
Intramural rules dictate
that any team that has forfeited a game during the
season is ineligible for the

tournament.
The Independent A division consists of only four
teams. The Wreck-n-Crew
leads with a 3-1-2 record.
Loren Knutson, director of
recreational services, says
that in recent years the fraternities have begun to
dominate the independents.
"In the past few years,"
he said, "the fraternities
have gotten stronger and
the independents weaker.
The champion could be an
independent, but it is a
weaker Independent A
overall."
Women's flag football has
two divisions: sorority and
independent. Zeta Tau
Alpha currently leads the
sorority division, while the
Kappa Sigma Sweethearts
and Alpha Tau Omega
Little Sisters lead the Independent Division.
The postseason tournament, which will decide the
overall men's and women's
champions, will begin Nov.
7 and last through Nov.17.
The 3-on-3 basketball
season ended with few surprises in the postseason
tournament. All division
winners won their respective championships.
Regular five-man basketball will take place next
year during the spring
semester.

"Their blitz was so big," said backup
quarterback Rudy Jones, who saw action in both halves of the game, "it could
have been Hurricane Gilbert."
Therunninggame, which was abandoned after the Knights trailed by
three touchdowns, finished with 29
yards.
On the other side of the ball, UCFs
defensive line seemed to spend more
time on the ground than in VSC quarterback Tye Cattle's face. Meanwhile,
linebackers had trouble containing the
run and pressuring Cottle on blitzes.
And VSC threw deep on UCFs secondary seemingly at will. Split end
Darrien Teal caught touchdown passes
of 36, 22, 1 7 and 38 yards.

"He was getting open too quick,"
McDowell said. "Teal was awfully hard
to stop."
On special teams, UCF tried kicking
to VSC upbacks in hope of a fumbled
return. The gamble didn't pay off, leaving the Blazers with good field position.
UCF allowed some long returns on
kickoffs and fumbled twice on its own ·
returns.
"They had the best day offensively
they've ever had and it was the worst
day we've ever had defensively,"
McDowell said.
Throw in five fumbles and a couple of
bad calls by the referees and it all adds
up.
"This game can be summed up in one
word," Jones said. "Disaster."
The game wasn,t decided by the
question of intensity. The players were
clearly excited before the game and
played hard throughout.
"We're all giving 100 percent," Willis
said. "We've got people out there playing with injuries."
"When things go bad it feels like it
keeps getting worse," Jones said. "It
was just their day. Its the only excuse I
can find."
After the game, the Knights' locker
room was deathly quiet. There was no
finger-pointing, not even glances were
exchanged.
Finally the silence was broken.
While discouraged and disgusted with
the outcome of the game, the players
soon began looking toward the next
SEE LOSS PAGE 15

Knights' loss to Valdosta State
follows ugly pattern of ineptness
UCF was on its way to a whole ing image of the Knights.
lot of wonderful.
And when it came time and
Warning Two: Coach Gene mattered most that the
McDowell, his Knights boast- Knights pour on the points in
ing a 12-point lead, finds it the Homecoming game
necessary to insert offensive against sickly South Connectireserves in the third quarter cut State, they could only slip,
When you get right down to against North Alabama. All stutter and side-step their
it - not that you could ever the while, opposing QB way to the most incredibly dull
stand the smell to do so Tommy Compton is running victory in history. UCF's
-Saturday's shocker was no and passing his team through moves at controlling that
a bewildered UCF defense for game were unrelated spasms;
shocker.
It went 48-19, Valdosta a 33-32 advantage.
their finishing marks were
State. Just a real, live-and-inIt took an opposing coach's made in crayon.
person pummeling that ever cautious play-calling and a
It was the perfect prelude to
aptly defined these '88 monstrous hit by linebacker the Valdosta State massacre.
Knights. Excuses are neither Wyatt Bogan to bring back Seven turnovers and eight
necessary nor appropriate.
victory, 35-33.
sacks allowed isn't exactly a
The subtle rumblings of
OK, guys, fun's over. We've game plan geared toward
UCF overexposure had been in enjoyed your little adventure greatness.
the works for weeks. Warning into danger's depths, but, like
This most recent loss finally
One surfaced in the second an overused cliche, it's getting exposed the Knights as overhalf of the East Tennessee boring, old, bad. Any and all rated and underdeveloped.
State game four weekends ago. adjectives apply.
A multi-talented offense sudWamingThree: New Haven
The offense, weirdly out of
denly comes up klutzy as the complacency. What eventually synch, looks this side of offenKnights escape, 23-1 7.
materialized in the final quar- sive.
Nobody bothered to notice, ter - UCF desperately trying
The defense is paper-thin
though. Perfection (4-0) had a to move the ball to avoid defeat
SEE OWERS PAGE 15
way of making you believe - would later become the defin-

Lady Knights reach semifinals in tourney
Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Lady Knights volleyball team won three of five
matches in reaching the semifinals at the UCF/Burger King
Classic last weekend at the
UCF gym.
The Jacksonville University Dolphins defeated the

Lady Knights, 15-4, 15-13, 15In the Georgia State game,
6, to earn a spot in the finals UCF won the first game easily,
where they beat Georgia State but faced a 12-3 deficit in the
for the championship.
second game.
The Lady Knights, mean- ·
However, senior captain •
while, eased past Webber Col- Marena Potts rejuvenated her
lege, 15-1, 15-2, 15-0, and team with a string of serves
Appalachian (N.C.) State, 15- that eventually forged a 14-14
12, 15-11, 15-7, on Friday, tie.
while Georgia State was the
UCF went on to win the
victim Saturday, 15-5, 18-16, game and the match from
theM.
~
15-11 .

